Please Be Seated

Summer Engineering Camps
wichita.edu/engineeringcamps

Fall Challenge
TBA / Oct or Nov ’09

Spring Trial & Challenge
Trial: Feb 20, 2010
Challenge: Mar 6, 2010

Classes for Teachers
Check the Shocker Mindstorms website for announcements

Awards will be posted to the website this evening:
wichita.edu/shockermindstorms

Phones & Gadgets on Silent
WSU SHOCKER MINDSTORMS CHALLENGE 2009

MYTHS & LEGENDS

WSU SHOCKER MINDSTORMS CHALLENGE 2009

Awards Ceremony
Welcome

Larry Whitman
Event Coordinator

Acknowledgment

• Sponsors
• Judges
• Coaches
Special Speakers

Zulma Toro-Ramos
Dean, College of Engineering
Sharon Hartin Iorio
Dean, College of Education
Special Speakers

Joan Wagner
Spirit AeroSystems
Did You Like It?
Awards

My Own Creation

Under 10
Matthew Davis
Airport

10 - 15
Jeremy & Johnny
Marshal
Wall-E

Over 15
Joshua Whitman
Great Ball Contraption

WSU SHOCKER MINDSTORMS CHALLENGE 2009
Best Badge

2009 Winner

Tucker Wilkes
Homeschool Warriors
Apprentice Courses

Line Follower
- Mythbusters
  - Collegiate

Ramp It
- Mythical Techs
  - McLean ES

Table Runner
- I-Bots
  - McCollom ES
Individual Missions

Judges’ Choice

Robo Dragons
McCollom

Hercules
IEEE
Individual Missions

Judges’ Choice

Gearheads
Northfield

Reach for the Stars
Wallace Scholars
Individual Missions

Judges’ Choice

Robo Dragons
McCollom ES

The Road to El Dorado
Engineering Council

WSU SHOCKER MINDSTORMS CHALLENGE 2009
Individual Missions

Judges’ Choice

We Kick Bot
Goessel

The Loch Ness Monster
APICS

WSU SHOCKER MINDSTORMS CHALLENGE 2009
Individual Missions

Judges’ Choice

NXTreme
Homeschool Warriors

Casey Jones
ASME

WSU SHOCKER MINDSTORMS CHALLENGE 2009
Individual Missions

Judges’ Choice

Smartans
Collegiate

Atlas
EWB
Table Display & Notebook

Beginner
Storming Knights
McCollom ES

Intermediate
Robo Dragons
McCollom ES

Expert
NXTreme
Homeschool Warriors
Presentation

Intermediate
Skynet
St. Joseph

Expert
NXTerminators
Homeschool Warriors
Spirit and Sportsmanship

Beginner
Spyboticus
Independent School

Intermediate
Robo Dragons
McCollom ES

Expert
NXTerminators
Homeschool Warriors
Beginner Level

First Place
Spyboticus
Independent School

Second Place
Firehawks
Cheney MS

Third Place
Iron Bots
McLean ES
Intermediate Level

First Place
Robo Dragons
McCollom ES

Second Place
Firebirds
Colwich ES

Third Place
Smartans
Collegiate
Expert Level

First Place  NXTerminators
            Homeschool Warriors

Second Place  NXTreme
             Homeschool Warriors
Special Recognition

Outstanding Meritorious Service

Eric D. Mead
Thanks
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Good bye